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*Video source: HumanRelationsMedia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJZ6CMN34ZA
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*You won’t be scared if you are prepared!!!

*Do you have Everything you need for school???

*To be organized you need to have the right tools

*Planner

*Binder/a home for all the papers

*Notebooks/Journals

*Backpack

*Paper, pens, pencils

* (A list will be sent over the summer)
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*Daily Assignments, Quizzes & Tests –

*Write each assignment under the date is it assigned

* For a long term assignment also write it on it’s due date

* Beside each assignment, write the date it’s due

* Check off/highlight each assignment when it is complete

*Write in all quiz and test dates (put a star in front of these)

*Write something for every class every day

*Projects and Papers –
* Break large projects and papers into more manageable parts

* EXAMPLE: 

* MON – Do Research

* TUES – Do Outline

* WED – Write 1st draft

* THURS – Finish Paper
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*In Middle School you will possibly have 6 

different teachers who communicate in 6 

different ways. Be ready to use;

*The district/Reuther website

*myRCS

*Edmodo

*Weebly pages

*Basically, whatever technology is being utilized

*You/your parents will be given a list of your teachers’ 

communication links
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The Reuther Website and myRCS will benefit you 

in Middle School. Checking my RCS will help you 

keep track of your grades and any missing work.

*Reuther Website –

http://www.rochester.k12.mi.us/pages/331/reuther

*myRCS –

https://myrcs.rochester.k12.mi.us/

http://www.rochester.k12.mi.us/pages/331/reuther
https://myrcs.rochester.k12.mi.us/
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Note that you are able to see updated grades & if you click on the 

course title you are linked to details about assignments and test 

grades for that course (current progress details).



Current progress details - EXAMPLE
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*Accordion Binder

*3-Ring Binder with dividers

*Separate folders for each class

*Accordion/3-Ring combination

*You need a HOME for all of your work. Some sort 

of binder system is recommended

*Find the one that works best for you



*Advantages

• Quick-and-easy access, slip papers in 

and out, no need of three-hole punch

• Expanding folders save space and 

weigh less

• You could store your planner in one 

section

• Clear view into all folders without 

turning papers on the three rings

*Disadvantages

• Cannot hold pencil pouches or 

other accessories

• Less storage space

• Inexpensive accordion folders 

usually break very easily

*
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*Disadvantages

• Problems with the three rings (bent, not 

aligned properly, gaps, etc.)

• Some folders rip out of the rings

• Time consuming, closes with loud SNAP

*Advantages

• When used properly, the three rings provide 

a secure storage space

• Ability to hold pencil pouches, planner, 

accessories

• Zipper binders are extra secure and 

durable, providing additional 

pouches/storage
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*Advantages

• If you utilize the separate 

folders well you will always 

know where your information is

• Smaller folder/binder for each 

class makes it easy to carry 

*Disadvantages

• Difficult to fit separate binders in 

lockers

• Hard to carry from class to class (if 

you bring things for multiple 

classes)

• If you go back to your locker 

between classes you have a greater 

chance of getting tardies

• Students easily grab the wrong 

folder for class

• Time consuming at the end of the 

day looking for each folder/binder 

that needs to go home
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*Advantages

*This is our favorite system for middle school. 

* It combines the advantages of the accordion 

system and the 3-ring system 

*Provides 1 Home for all of your things (away 

from your locker)

*Disadvantages

* It can be a bit bulky
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Note taking Survey
Keep track of the answers that best describe you.

Almost 
Always

Sometimes
Hardly 
Ever

1. My Notes are neat and easy to read.

2. I use abbreviations and symbols to help me write faster.

3. I underline or highlight the most important information.

4. My notes help me do well on tests.

5. My notes contain the most important information.
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Survey RESULTS
*Give yourself 2 points for each “Almost Always”

*Give yourself 1 point for each “Sometimes”

*Give yourself 0 points for each “Hardly Ever”

10-8 Points: You have good note taking skills.

7-6 Points: Your note taking skills are OK.

5-0 Points: Your note taking skills could use 

improvement.



How to Take Organized Notes
*Begin a new page for each class

*Write CLASS, DATE, PAGE #, and TOPIC at the top.

*Only use the front side of the paper (unless otherwise 

directed)

*Skip lines between topics

*Use abbreviations, numbers and symbols – for example

* esp = especially

* w = with

* w/o = without

* b/c = because

* + = and

* = up or increasing     = down or decreasing

* The list goes on and on (but this helps to save time)

*
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*When taking notes during class, students must 

be active listeners.  Listen for:

*Phrases such as “the main point”

*Repeated information

*Louder or slower speech

*If the notes aren’t helping you to study for and 

do well on tests, something’s wrong!  You may 

always ask the teacher for advice.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wv17CbvBMiQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wv17CbvBMiQ
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*When a test date is set, START PLANNING!

*Plan WHEN to study  

*Study for 20-30 minutes at a time

*Plan WHAT to study.  “Chunk” the information

*Use strategies to memorize information.

*LOOK at it, SAY it aloud, and WRITE it down

*Make flash cards

*Create a song or act it out

*Use pneumonic devices 

*Teach it! (to a parent, friend, or even your stuffed animals) 

*Make a practice test or have someone quiz you (for fun you can make 
it into a game show)
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*To assist in learning the Order of Operations 

(when simplifying a mathematical expression)

*Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally 

*Stands for;

*Parenthesis first

*Exponents next

*Multiplication or Division from left to right

*Addition or Subtraction from left to right

*
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*Sleep & eat well!

*FIRST look over the whole test.

*Answer the easy questions right away.

*When unsure, mark the question and return to 
it later.

*NEVER leave a question blank!  Make a guess.

*Use ALL the time given for a test.

*Organize ideas before writing a short answer or 
essay.
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*Read each question twice.

*For multiple choice, use the process of 

elimination.

*True/false can be tricky!  Read them twice 

and look for key words. 

*Check ALL answers before turning in the test.

*If nerves are interfering with test-taking, ask 

a counselor for tips to reduce test anxiety.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtuBgr6oj0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtuBgr6oj0s
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*We have high expectations for students 

at Reuther Middle School but we will 

guide and assist you  

*Do not hesitate to ask for help if you are 

not sure what to do

*Lockers cause a decent amount of stress 

– RELAX. With practice you will get used 

to them

*EVERYTHING WILL BE OK 
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*There is so much to look forward to at Reuther Middle School!!!

*https://vimeo.com/121317408 We Have Fun in the Cold

*https://vimeo.com/108895578 Fall Pep Assembly

*https://vimeo.com/110703382 Halloween 2014

*https://vimeo.com/39309857 Fall Tailgate

*https://vimeo.com/106735317 Reuther’s On A Roll

*https://vimeo.com/39307242 Power Teaching

https://vimeo.com/121317408
https://vimeo.com/108895578
https://vimeo.com/110703382
https://vimeo.com/39309857
https://vimeo.com/106735317
https://vimeo.com/39307242



